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Oxford University Press, USA. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 272
pages. Mussolinis march on Rome; Hitlers speeches before waves of goose-stepping storm troopers;
the horrors of the Holocaust; burning crosses and neo-Nazi skinhead hooligans. Few words are as
evocative, and even fewer ideologies as pernicious, as fascism. And yet, the world continues to
witness the success of political parties in countries such as Italy, France, Austria, Russia, and
elsewhere resembling in various ways historical fascism. Why, despite its past, are people still
attracted to fascism Will it ever again be a major political force in the world Where in the world is it
most likely to erupt next In Fascism: Past, Present, and Future, renowned historian Walter Laqueur
illuminates the fascist phenomenon, from the emergence of Hitler and Mussolini, to Vladimir
Zhirinovsky and his cohorts, to fascisms not so distant future. Laqueur describes how fascisms early
achievements--the rise of Germany and Italy as leading powers in Europe, a reputation for being
concerned about the fate of common people, the creation of more leisure for workers--won many
converts. But what successes early fascist parties can claim, Laqueur points out, are certainly
overwhelmed by its disasters: Hitler may...
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Absolutely essential study publication. Sure, it is enjoy, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this book from my dad and i
suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Abbott-- Justus Abbott

This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we have read through. Your daily life
period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Garett Baumbach-- Garett Baumbach
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